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ionosphere at high Langmuir-wave intensities
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Quasilinear theory might appear to be a reasonable
Abstract.
A generalized non-Markovian diffusion
model which describes the interaction of Langmuir candidate for modeling Langmuir wave-particle interwaveswith field-aligned electronsin the auroral iono- actions in the auroral ionospheresince previous studies
sphereis found to be relevant to the large amplitude have found the saturated waves to be phase incoherent

Langmuir wavesmeasuredby UC Berkeley sounding [Newmanet al. 1994]. However,in addition to phase
rocketsand by the Freja satellite. This model is valid incoherence,there is a timescaleordering which must
for any orderingof the diffusiontime and the autocor- be satisfied. The quasilinear diffusion approximation is
relationtime (the standardquasilineardiffusionmodel only valid if the particle diffusiontime is much longer
time. If this is not the
requiresthe diffusiontime to be much longerthan the than the wave autocorrelation
autocorrelationtime). We demonstratethat, while the case, the evolution of the particle distribution will be
quasilineardiffusionapproximationis valid for the lower non-Markovian.
In this letter we assessthe validity of quasilineardiffualtitudes studied by the Berkeley soundingrockets,the
non-Markovian
model is needed for the intense waves
sionin the auroral ionosphere,find it to be inadequate,
observedat the higher altitudes probed by Freja. A and present a model of non-Markovian diffusion valid in
test particle simulationis employedto quantify our es- the regime where the quasilinear approximation breaks
timates

of the relevant

down.

timescales.

First

we estimate

the relevant

timescales

and

showthat quasilineardiffusionis not valid for the very
high waveintensitiesreportedby Kintrier et al. [1995]
Introduction
and by $tasiewiczet al. [1996]at higheraltitudesin the
Intense bursts of Langmuir wavesare commonly de- auroral ionosphere.We then quantify our estimatesustected in the auroral ionosphereby in situ spacecraft. ing a test particle simulation. Finally, we discussthe
Over the past decade,the soundingrocketsof the Uni- applicationof the non-Markovianmodel to the higher
alititude
case.
versity of California at Berkeley have observedlarge

amplitudeLangmuirwaves(E • 50 - 500 mV/m) cor-

Quasilinear diffusion in a uniform
trons(100eV to 3 keV) at altitudesnear700 km [Mc- magnetic field

related with precipitating, energetic,field aligned elec-

Faddenet al., 1986;Ergunet al., 1991].The Frejasatellite has made similar measurementsat higher altitudes

The standardmagnetizedquasilinearequation (e.g.

(1700km)[Kintneret al., 1995;$tasiewicz
et al., 1996]. Shapiroand $hevchenko
[1962],Kennel and Englemann

While the wave spectrum has been modeled in de- [1966])for collisionless
electrondiffusiondueto electrotail for a fixed bump-on-tail instability [Newman et static waves is:
al., 1994],the effectof the waveson the distribution
has yet to be determined self-consistently.Although
OtF(v, t) = Ov. D(v, t). OvF(v, t),
(1)
the acceleration of ions by lower hybrid waves in the
auroral ionospherehas been modeledextensivelyat the

whereF(v, t) is the spatiallyaveraged(overvolumeV)
levelof quasilineardiffusion[Rettereret al., 1994],the particle distribution. The quasilinear diffusion tensor,
D(v, t), is
interactionof Langmuir waveswith electronshas not.
The standard model for wave-particle interactions,
known as quasilinear diffusion, describesthe diffusion
'
k• ß
of particles in velocity spacedue to a spectrum of rann=-I
domly phased waves. The quasilinear model is Marko(=)
vian in the sensethat the evolution of the particle distri- Here, w• is the electron cyclotronfrequency,J, are the
bution function dependsonly on its present value, and

D(vt)-lim
4rr2e2
•-••0
•ø
v_•oovzVme2
ñdkñ]Ek(t)12Jn2
arian

Besselfunctions,and b = k•vx/w•. a, is definedby
a, = (nw•/v•)•x + k•, where •x and • are unit

on noneof the precedingvalues[Stratonovich
1963].

vectors in the directions perpendicular and parMid to
the magneticfield, respectively. an and k• are evMuated
for the resonance condition, kzvz = wr- nwce. We
assume a gyrotropic wave spectrum. For the aurorM
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ionosphere,
weassume
k•.R,2 << 1, whereR, - v,/wc, much larger than the autocorrelation time we recover
is the Larmor radius of a thermal electron and v, is

the standard quasilinear result.
the electron thermal velocity. When we calculate the
Xia, et al. [1993]havestudiedone-dimensional
nondiffusiontensor components,we find the perpendicular MarkovJandiffusionfrom a stochasticdifferentialequacomponentsto be exponentiallysmall comparedto the tions perspectiveby obtaining a Langevin equation
parallel components.
for the stochasticvelocity variable and definingthe

The derivationof (2) requiresthat the systemhave non-Markovian diffusion coefficient as the time rate of
a wide diffusive regime so the initial evolution of the change
of the velocitydispersion.
However,(4) is more
particle distributiondue to coherentaccelerationcan be readily usablefor calculatingthe evolutionof the parneglectedcomparedto its subsequent
diffusivebehavior. ticle distribution function.
This givesrise to the condition:

Application to the Auroral Ionosphere
where tD is the spectral diffusion time and tac is the
linear wave autocorrelation

Timescale

estimates

time.

We useparametersrelevant to the auroral ionosphere

The autocorrelation time or phase-mixingtime is de-

finedby ta• -- 1/kzAv•,z, whereAv•,z = A(w/k•) is to estimatetac and tD for two altitudes(?00kmand
the phase velocity half-width of the wave spectrum in

l?00km) in order to determinewherequasilinearthe-

the 6• direction(i.e. parallelto the magneticfield)and ory is valid. The wave spectrum we usein our estimates
k• is a typical wavenumber[Cary et al., 1992]. For is motivated by the two-dimensional wave-wave simula-

timesmuchlessthant• (thefreestreaminglimit), par- tionsin figure5 of Newmanet al. [1994],wheremagne-

ticles are acceleratedby a coherentfield, even though tized Langmuirwaveswereassumedto be excitedby an
the spectrum consistsof randomly phasedwaves. The electronbeamwith beam velocityvb• 28ve. Although
spectral
diffusion
time,tD = (Av•,•)2/2Dqt,isthetime the Zakharov simulationswere performedfor paramit takes for a particle to diffusequasilinearlyacrossthe eters characteristicof the lower altitude, test particle
half-widthAv•,z of the wavespectrum.Dqtis the dom- simulationsreveal that the parallel diffusionof electrons
inant componentof the diffusion tensor for a typical dependsalmost exclusivelyon the parallel k-spacedisvalue of particle velocity, assumingthe quasilineardif- tribution of the wavespectrum.This findingis consistent with the fact that the relevant timescales,tD and
fusion approximation is valid.
tac, dependonly on the parallel propertiesof the spectrum, but not on the perpendicular properties. Since
Non-Markovian
diffusion
in one
the altitude dependenceof the Langmuirspectrumis redimension

flectedprimarilyby its perpendicular
width (dueto the
change
in the valueof o:ce/o:pe),
wearejustifiedin using

Wenow
present
amodel
fornon-Markovian
diffusion
thesame
model
spectrum
atthehigher
altitude
aswell.
inonedimension,
valid
when
(3)isnotsatisfied.
We It istruethatthecyclotron
damping
and
magnetic
diswill
laterverify
our1-Dassumption
using
testparti-persive
corrections
aresensitive
too:ce/o:pe.
However,
cle simulations. By taking the spatial averageof the
thesefactors only affect the perpendicularwidth of the
one-dimensionalVlasov equation, a non-Markovian dif- spectrum.
fusion equation is obtained:
We fit the saturated turbulent wavespectrumwith a
gaussianof the form

•tt

OtF(v,t)- c% b(v,t,t')OvF(v,t')wp,dt', (4)

[E(k)l- Ae-(•-<•>)•/2(• )2 _(•._<•.>)•/2(sk.)•

o

D(vt t'):lim
, ,

[,(t)Ek(t')e-ikv(t-t')dk

L_•oo2•rLwp,me2

'

whereA is normalized
suchthat

= 500 mV/m,

representing
the largestamplitudeLangmuirwavesobwhere to representsthe initial time. Although equation servedby Bidarca[Boehm,1987]. Waveamplitudes
of
(4) is an intermediatestep in the standardquasilin- thissizewerealsoobserved
by Alaska'88 [Ergunet al.,
ear diffusionderivation(e.g., Aamodtand Drummond 1991],andFreja[Kintneret al., 1995].Equation(6)
[1964]),this equationhas,to our knowledge,
neverpre- describesa bi-gaussianspectrumcenteredaroundmean
viously been interpreted physically,nor suggestedas a wavevector({k•), {k•_)),with paralleland perpendicumeansto calculate the evolution of the particle distribu- lar widths5k• and 5k•_,respectively.The phaseveloction. We haveneglectedtermsof higherorderin E(z, t), ity width of the spectrum in the parallel direction is
whichcorrespondto additionalnonlineareffectssuchas Av•,• - 1.8v,. The autocorrelation
time for this spectrapping. The conditionsfor making this approxima- trumist•- 1/k•Av•,z• 16w•-,
1.
tion were verified via test particle simulations. In the

At the altitudeof 700 km we usew•,/Wp, = 1.2,

event that the timescalefor the evolutionof F(v, t) is fp• = 1.2 MHz, and Te = 1 eV, wherewp• = 2•rfp•
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(a)

is the electron plasma frequency and Te is the electron
temperature. These values are consistentwith the data

(•V21.7,'
Ve
2 1.,•

obtainedby Bidarca.Uponsubstituting(6)into (2) we

Altitude
=700
km

I

1.25

find the parallel quasilinear diffusion coefficientfor the

1

lowaltitudeto be Dzz w.O.025ve2wpe,
givinga quasi-

I

0.75

lineardiffusion
timeoftD --(Av•,z)2/2Dzz
w,65w•'e
x.

0.5

Condition(3) is thereforesatisfied,and particletrans-

0.25

port can be accurately described by quasilinear diffusion.

10

20
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40
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65

tac

At the higheraltitudeof 1700km, the valueswee/cope

ß (0pet

tD

=3.0, fpe = 284 kHz, and Te = 1 eV were used,consistent with Freja observations. The parallel quasilin-

Altitude = 1700 km

ear diffusion coefficientwas found to be much larger

(•v2

(D• •-,0.29v,2wp,)
at thishigheraltitude,whichresults

Ve

(b)

2

from the fact that the diffusion coefficient is proportional to the ratio of wave energy to thermal energy

Spectralwidth

Av•
=3.24
Ve
2

Althoughthe wavefield strengthsat
both altitudes are similar, the electron density at the

higher altitude is an order of magnitude smaller than
at the lower altitude. The diffusiontime for the higher

altitude
istD w.5.6w•-e
1.Since
tD <tac,condition
(3)is

/

tD

lO

20

tac

30

40

(0pe
t
50

clearly violated and quasilinear diffusion is not valid. In Figure 1.
(a) The velocityspread5v of the test
physical terms, particles with velocities near the spec- particle distribution versustime for the lower altitude

tral peak will be transported(in velocityspace)out (700km). (b) The velocityspread5v of the testparticle
of resonance
with th• wavespectrumbeforesignificant distributionfor the higheraltitude (1700km).
phase-mixingoccurs. Thus, the particlesare effectively
accelerated by a partially coherent field, in contradiction to the fundamental assumption of quasilinear the- that for the diagonal elementsof the diffusion tensor,
(7) reducesto the familiar expressionfor the diffusion
ory.
coefficient,
Dzz= 5v2/2t,where
5v=_((Vz--(Vz))2>
1/2is
While the quasilinear diffusion approximation is not
the
standard
deviation
of
the
test
particle
distribution,
valid at the higher altitude for the field strength of

IEIrrn, = 500 mV/m, it will be valid for sufficiently and the brackets{} representan averageoverparallel
weaker fields. In order to estimate the field strength velocity. To obtain a meaningful result, care must be
at which quasilinear diffusion starts to break down, we taken to calculate the diffusion coefficient at a time t
note that the quasilinear diffusion time is inversely pro- such that tac << t << tD.
For both altitudes the time evolution of the perpenportional to the square of the intensity of the Langdicular
width of the particle distribution is oscillatory
muir field. Assumingthat the parallel spectralwidth is
around
the initial width, indicating that perpendicular
similarto the width obtainedby Newmanet al. [1994],
diffusion
is negligible. Furthermore, after running our
waves with a nominal field strength of IEIrrn, w.
simulations for several different perpendicular spectral
150mV/mwillhavetD w.64w•e
l, whichis comparable to the quasilinear time at the lower altitude. These widths, we find our results to be independent of the
perpendicular spectral shape. This justifies our use of
waveswill be treatable with quasilineartheory.
the same spectrum at both altitudes, since the ratio
Test particle verification of timescale estimates
wc,/wp, (whichdependson altitude) only affectsthe
A test particle simulation wasusedto verify the above
estimates. The initial distribution of test particles was
a narrow gaussian centered around vz = 28.lye and
vx = 3.29ve, correspondingto the phase velocity of
the center of the wave spectrum which was discussed
earlier. This ensembleof particles was advancedin time
accordingto the Lorentzforcedue to the wavespectrum

perpendicular extent of the spectrum.
For the lower altitude, the test particle diffusioncoefficient agreeswell with quasilineartheory. In figure l a,

weseethatfort • 1.5tatw.24w•e
• theevolution
of
the testparticledistribution
is diffusive(Sv2 - 2Dzzt).
The value of the numerical

diffusion coefficient

is within

two percent of the quasilinear result. For t < tac the

quadraticallywith time accord(6) andto the background
magneticfield. The diffusion quantity5v2 increases

tensor was then calculated

=

ingto 5v(t)2 = (eErm,/m)2t2. Thisbehavioris consis-

as

-2t

'

wheret is the time at which we measureDij.

(7)

tent with acceleration
due to a coherentwavefield (the
so-calledfree-streaming
limit) to within 1%.

Using the samewave amplitude and spectrumat the
higher
altitude as the loweraltitude, we find the accelerNote
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ationin the freestreaminglimit (t <tac) is still within whichwereusedto generatethe wavespectruminvolved
lessthanonepercentof theory.However,fort >tac, we in the above calculations. This model would be valid in
seethat nodiffusive
regimeexists(figurelb), sincethe the generalnon-Markovianregime, which includesthe
testParticledistribution
width5v hasalreadydiffusedfree-streamingand quasilinearlimits, thereby allowing
beyond the wave spectrumwidth Av•,z and reached the study of self-consistentLangmuir turbulenceat both
saturation. These findings are consistentwith our pre- high and low altitudesof the auroral ionosphere.
vious estimates.
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